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KNYSNA
THE SECRET SPOTS OF

Down the beautiful stretch along the Garden Route lies 
a place showcasing dramatic views of extended beaches, 
curtains of cascading waves, cliffs like earth-sized slices of 
tall cake dropping into the ocean, vast verdant landscapes 
and trees as tall as high-rise buildings. This is Knysna.
Story by John Kidde. Photographs by Michelle Coetzee
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The Noetzie Castles.

View from the Eastern Head.

THE SECRET SPOTS OF



The search for the secret spots of Knysna 
begins at the Featherbed Ferry terminal, 
with a relaxing 20-minute journey on 

the Three Legs Rivercat, an open, motorized 
ferry with shaded seats, to the Featherbed 
Nature Reserve. The Place of People, Beauty 
and Mystery, also known as the Knysna Heads, 
is home to the Featherbed Nature Reserve. 

The Heads are famous for their tragic history, 
as they open the estuary to the ocean by way 
of a treacherous channel, claiming numerous 
boats and fishing vessels due to its unpredictable 
waters.

The Featherbed Nature Reserve allows visitors 
to take in the abundance of flora and fauna as 
they are transported up one of the Heads on 
the reserve’s rugged 4x4 vehicles. Once at the 
top, travelers can make their way through the 
forest that rises and falls with the contours of 
the Western Head, shaded by ancient Milkwood 
trees. 

At a fork in the trail, a wooden sign with “Rus 
‘n Bietjie” (Rest a Bit) carved in Afrikaans dan-
gles above a bench where hikers are happy to do 
exactly as advised. A moment’s rest is rewarded 
with a trek up the treetop-covered trail until 
the bush clears and an open area, bordered by 
ropes, appears. At the top hikers are treated to 
a panoramic view of the coastal town of Knysna, 
its countless summer homes, stunning lagoon 
and the picturesque Outeniqua Mountains in 
the distance.

Continuing on the trail a bridge carved out of 
stone with wooden rails appears. Its posted signs 
warn onlookers to not lean on or over the railing 
(if curiosity gets the best of you and you lean over, 
you see the rocky floor and cave opening at what 
seems to be at least 10 metres below). 

Knysna has everything that 
makes the Garden Route famous: 
mediterranean climate, proximity 
to the oceans, indigenous forests, 
national parks and nature reserves. 
But beyond this, Knysna is filled with 
hidden gems: stunning cliff-top views 
of the waterfront, secluded beaches, 
caves carved out by years of water 
erosion, majestic castles nestled in the 
hills where beach meets forest, and 
even a beautiful stone archway along 
the water’s edge.
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The centuries old archway, guarding 
the entrance to the cave.

The caves provide a not-often-seen, 
ocean-level view of Knysna.



A natural archway 
formed out of 
thousands of years’ 
worth of erosion
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To reach the cave requires a care-
ful walk down 120 tightly-spaced 
steps. The cave’s archway stands tall 
and the floor is comprised of broken 
pieces of sandstone, shells, sand and 
other washed-up ocean debris. The 
cave provides a unique and not-often-
seen perspective of The Heads and 
Knysna as  the structure - created 
over thousands of years - provides an 
ocean-level view. 

The Khoi people inhabited these 
cave hundreds of years ago, making 
them an important  piece of South 
African culture and according to the 
Council for Scientific and Industrial 
Research’s Grindley Report, the 
cave is the only archaeological site 
in Knysna recognised by the South 
African Museum.

The boardwalk on the water’s edge 
is home to the black african oyster-
catcher. The oystercatcher, common-
ly sighted along this walkway, lives 
up to its name by plunging into the 
water and sand in search of oysters. 

Down the boardwalk, a stone arch-
way appears which, at first glance, 
seems out of place but actually adds 
to the mystique of The Heads’ appear-
ance. The archway, which seems to be 
picked out of a Narnia novel, is a 
man-made structure placed among 
the natural beauty of the neighbour-
ing channel. The walls are made 
of uncut stone,  a jagged base and 
rectangular, sand-coloured stones to 
form the arch.

On the East Head, directly across 
the arch, is the secluded Coney Glen 
Beach. Before reaching the beach, 
take a moment to take in Knysna 
from a stone-laid, wrap-around view-
ing area on the other side of The 
Heads. 

Looking out at the Indian Ocean 
hikers can admire unique rock for-
mations jutting out of the sand. Just 
before reaching the beach is an open 
picnic area with tables and braai pits, 
the perfect place for a group outing. 
The beach is more for wading than 
swimming because of the bold rocky 
formations cutting through the clear 
blue waters of Coney Glen Beach. 

The final secret spot is one out 
of a fairytale - the Noetzie Castles. 
Walking down the pathway toward 
the beach a castle peeks out of the 
trees. Once on the sand, one can mar-
vel at the earth-coloured stones that 
form the castle walls and how they 
decorate the forest landscape envelop-
ing them with awe and belongingness.

A plethora of other hidden coves 
and hiking trails less traveled can 
be uncovered in Knysna. That’s the 
beauty of the Garden Route: as much 
as you travel it you never see it all. As 
the forces of nature run their course 
along this enchanting part of the 
South African coast there will always 
be a new beach to uncover or a hid-
den cave to explore, revealed by an 
ever-changing low tide, disappearing 
again as it rises.  

View from the Eastern Head.

The Noetzie Castles 
from the beach.
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Above: “Rest a bit” - where hikers are often spotted doing exactly as they are told.

The trail offers hikers a different perspective of Knysna.


